Research asserting that the visual system instantiates a global closure heuristic in contour integration has been challenged by an argument that behaviorally-detected closure enhancement could be accounted for by low-level local mechanisms driven by collinearity or ''good continuation'' interacting with proximity. The present study investigated this issue in three experiments. Exp. 1 compared the visibility of closed and open contours using circles and S-contours from low to moderately high angles of path curvature in a temporal alternative-forced choice task. Circles were more detectable than S-contours, an effect that increased with curvature. The closure enhancement observed can, however, be explained by the fact that circles contain more 'contiguity' than S-contours. Additional tests added discontinuities to otherwise closed paths to control for the effects of good continuation and closure independently. Exp. 2 compared the visibility of incomplete circles (C-contours) and S-contours derived from the full circles and S-contours in Exp. 1. Exp. 3a compared the visibility of arc pairs arranged in an enclosed position similar to ''()'' and a non-enclosed position similar to '')(''. Results consistently showed enhanced visibility of contour configurations enclosing a region even after controlling for differences in contiguity and changes of curvature direction. A control test (Exp. 3b) demonstrated that the gap in the contours of Exp. 3a was too large to be bridged by local-level collinearity/proximity alone. The combination of good continuation and proximity alone does not explain the closure effects observed across these tests, as demonstrated through the application of a Bayesian model of collinearity and proximity (Geisler et al., 2001 ) to the stimuli in Exps. 3a and 3b. These results argue for the presence of a global closure-driven contour enhancing mechanism in human vision.
Introduction
The perception of objects depends fundamentally on the ability to extract continuous contours from a visual scene. Contours, however, are not inherently continuous in the perceptual system. Rather, they are received as fragments, resulting from the limited receptive field size in early vision. Orientation information from individual edge segments must be integrated to give rise to the percept of continuous contours. Psychophysical tests (Polat & Sagi, 1993) demonstrate that the visual system implements one or more local mechanisms to accomplish this integration. These tests typically involve determining detection threshold for a target element in the presence of flankers. Flanker-facilitated detection of such targets has been shown to depend on relative orientation (Polat & Sagi, 1993) , eccentricity (Lev & Polat, 2011; Shani & Sagi, 2005) and spatial frequency (Giorgi et al., 2004; Lev & Polat, 2011) of the target and flankers, among other factors. Long-range lateral connections between cells within a particular layer have been found to provide inputs to a cell from outside its classical receptive field (Bosking et al., 1997; Foley, 1994; Kapadia, Westheimer, & Gilbert, 2000) , thus providing a physiological basis for contour integration mechanisms underlying these psychophysical effects. The co-occurrence statistics of edge segments in natural scenes (Geisler et al., 2001; Sigman et al., 2001 ) also support this argument, in demonstrating that the data needed to drive such a system are ubiquitous in the visual world.
These findings support multiple accounts of integration (Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993; Geisler & Perry, 2009; Kovács & Julesz, 1993; Polat, 1999; Wilson & Wilkinson, 2002; Yen & Finkel, 1998 ; for review see Loffler, 2008) . One account (Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993) argues for a ''local association field'' for contour integration. This account states that orientation receptors preferentially communicate with one another along a coaxially smooth path, analogous to the early Gestalt idea of ''good continuation'' (Wertheimer, 1958) . Many of these accounts invoke the involvement of orientation-specific long-range lateral connections between cells in the visual cortex to provide this communication. These accounts are bolstered by the observation that contour paths of low curvature (i.e., contours consisting of co-aligned oriented elements that vary by a small angle from element to element) are more easily detected than contours of higher curvature (Hess, Beaudot, & Mullen, 2001; Mathes & Fahle, 2007; Pettet, 1999; Pettet, McKee, & Grzywacz, 1998) , and by findings that lateral connectivity appears highest between cells of similar orientation tuning (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1989; Kasamatsu et al., 2010; Malach et al., 1993) and becomes more orientation specific with increasing distances (Stettler et al., 2002) . Thus, individual edge detectors appear to send excitatory signals using lateral connections to detectors tuned to the same or similar orientations along a co-axially aligned or smoothly curving path (see Hess & Field, 1999 for an account of how Field et al.' s local association field might be implemented physiologically). Kovács and Julesz (1993) reported that the visual system is more sensitive to edges aligned to form geometrically closed paths in comparison to open paths (see also Braun, 1999 ). Kovács and Julesz found that rotating one or two elements of a closed contour path out of alignment reduced observers' sensitivity to the contour in visual noise. Field, Hayes, and Hess (1993) reported a similar finding, as did Mathes and Fahle (2007) . Kovács (1996) postulated the existence a higher order mechanism, beyond the local interactions of receptors, which may explain these findings. This higherorder mechanism is hypothesized to affect the integration of edge information into contours separate from (but not independent of) local interactions. Global mechanisms have been proposed by several researchers (Elder & Zucker, 1993 Kovács, Feher, & Julesz, 1998 ; see also Doninger et al., 2000) to account for the closed path enhancement.
The argument for a global mechanism to account for closure enhancement in contour integration is not universally accepted. Pettet, McKee, and Grzywacz (1998) argued that the closure effect is not independent of good continuation and is affected by changes in direction of curvature. This perspective agrees with the statistical description of natural contours given by Geisler et al. (2001) , who demonstrated that smoothly curving contours occur frequently in images of natural scenes. Tversky, Geisler, and Perry (2004) argued that apparent closure effects could be explained by the interaction of local good continuation and proximity mechanisms (see also Braun, 1999) . The opening of a closed path through misalignment of one element (essentially forming a ''Q'') has two effects: it decreases the effective length of the contour by one element and it disrupts continuity around the misaligned element, according to the local association account (Field, Hayes, and Hess, 1993; see Loffler (2008) for a summary of related accounts). Thus, the reported effect of closure in this manipulation is confounded by the fact that open contours also contain ''less good continuation''. Tversky, Geisler, and Perry (2004) attempted to distinguish the combined effects of good continuation and proximity from closure through a series of comparisons of the visibility of a closed circle path relative to an open path where the two halves of a circle were transposed to form an S-contour. Using an S-contour instead of the misaligned ''Q-contour'' reduces confounds resulting from disruption to good continuation, in that the two paths contained the same number of elements at the same local patch curvature angle. Tversky et al. were only able to show a small closure enhancement effect in the closed circle and noted that this small effect could be explained by a ''probability summation'' account, which asserts that the enhanced visibility of closed paths stems from the operation of local mechanisms, rather than a global closure mechanism. Essentially, the circle might have been more visible merely because it contains more contiguous 'sub-contours', as opposed to closure (see Tversky, Geisler, and Perry (2004) for a full explanation of this point). Thus, a demonstration that closure influences visibility above and beyond the combination of collinearity and proximity must somehow control for this issue.
The purpose of the present set of experiments was to investigate the possibility that a global closure mechanism, beyond low-level good continuation (collinearity) interacting with proximity, influences contour integration and perception of contours. Exp. 1 replicated and extended Tversky, Geisler, and Perry (2004) by investigating a possible interaction between closure and curvature. This was done by testing the same set of stimuli (contours forming a closed circle or an open S-shape) at multiple levels of local curvature. Exp. 2 compares incomplete circles (''Cs'') with ''S'' contours (containing the same number of elements) at different degrees of curvature to investigate the plausibility of the probability summation account of the results of Exp. 1. Exp. 3a carefully controlled proximity and collinearity by comparing detectability of regionenclosing and arc contours, and Exp. 3b tested to see whether the differences in 3a could be explained by the inclusion of an orthogonal gap junction in the inward-facing arcs. Altogether, results indicate that while proximity and collinearity are clearly powerful influences on contour integration, the visual system also implements a global closure mechanism.
Experiment 1
This experiment tested the generality of Tversky, Geisler, and Perry's (2004) probability summation account across higher angles of curvature. Tversky et al. used sixteen edge segments on a curved path to form the circle and S-contour path stimuli, resulting in an average angle of curvature between each edge element of 22.5°. Previous work (Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993; Pettet, 1999) suggests that this angle of path curvature may be perceptually ''easy'', and a collinearity mechanism interacting with proximity might be able to enhance such a contour path without difficulty, thus potentially masking any effect of closure. One purpose of this experiment was to determine a level of curvature at which the closure effect was maximized. To this end, the visibility of circle and S-contour stimuli with curvature angles of 22.5°, 25.7°, 30.0°, and 36.0°was assessed in a temporal two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task.
Method

Participants
One of the authors (JT) along with six naïve graduate and undergraduate students at Binghamton University took part in the study. All seven participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Data collection in all reported experiments was conducted under an approved protocol and conformed to the ethical guidelines of the American Psychological Association.
Stimuli
All stimuli in these experiments were computer-generated grayscale bitmap images composed of oriented Gabor elements similar to those used in previous contour integration studies (Braun, 1999; Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993; Kovács & Julesz, 1993; Pettet, McKee, & Grzywacz, 1998 -see the Appendix A for details regarding stimulus construction). Gabor elements were oriented two-dimensional grayscale gratings (wavelength = 0.16°) whose contrast diminished as a Gaussian function of distance from the center of the grating. Half of the images consisted solely of a field of randomly oriented and randomly positioned Gabor elements. The other half displayed a contour in a field of random elements.
There were three types of contours (rendered using Gabor elements) in Exp. 1: Arc contours, used only in the practice trials; circles; and S-contours, formed by the transposition of the two halves of the circle (based on Tversky, Geisler, and Perry (2004) ). The arc contours consisted of 10 elements, curving uniformly at 10°of path curvature (defined as the relative change in orientation between adjacent elements along the path). The purpose of employing such minimally curved (and thus highly detectable) contours was to familiarize participants with the task and in particular with the presentation speed of the experiment (see Section 2.1.4). The circles and S-contours (used in the experimental trials) were rendered at one of four levels of path curvature angle: 22.5°, 25.7°, 30.0°, or 36.0°, and spanned 2.35-3.7°(circles) and 4.4-7.2°(S-contours-longest dimension). Contours in Exp. 1 were randomly oriented and then randomly translated within a virtual box of size 7.8°within the stimulus image (refer to Fig. 1 for an illustration of the contours). All images were presented on a background set to mid-level luminance.
Contour length (i.e., the number of elements on the contour) depended on the path curvature. Specifically, the number of contour elements was 360°divided by the path curvature angle. This curvature and length dependency constraint was necessary in order to generate circles and S-contours of equal curvature. The resulting stimuli would seem to confound path angle and contour length, but recall that the purpose of this experiment was to determine the level of path curvature resulting in maximum detection performance differences between the circle and the S.
Apparatus and viewing conditions
Custom software (written in Java) running on an Apple PowerMac G4 was used to present the stimulus images. The images were viewed in a dark room on a Hitachi CM815 21 00 CRT monitor with resolution set to 1024 Â 768 at a refresh rate of 100 Hz. The viewable area of the monitor was 39.5 Â 29.8. The gamma function of the monitor was calibrated so that luminance was approximately linear, ranging from 1 cd/m 2 to 89 cd/m 2 with an average of 45 cd/m 2 . Participants were instructed to try to maintain their head and body position constant at a distance of approximately 105 cm from the display. Stimulus images subtended approximately 9.6°Â 9.6°on a full-screen middle gray background at this distance.
Procedure
A temporal 2AFC task was employed (see Fig. 2 ). Two stimulus images were presented sequentially to the participants. One stimulus contained a contour embedded in a background of randomly oriented noise elements and the other stimulus contained only noise. Each trial progressed in the following manner: an inter-trial delay of 300 ms; presentation of the first stimulus image for 100 ms; an inter-stimulus interval delay of 700 ms; presentation of the second stimulus for 100 ms; a response prompt delay of 200 ms; and finally a response prompt. Participants indicated, using the left or right mouse button, which of the two stimuli contained the contour. There was no time limit imposed on the response.
Participants were first exposed to a set of practice trials to familiarize them with the temporal 2AFC task and the rate of stimulus presentation. The practice trials were organized into blocks of four different stimulus exposure durations of 1500, 500, 250, and 100 ms. Participants began with the longest stimulus exposure and progressed on to shorter stimulus exposure blocks after six consecutive correct responses. Feedback was given following each practice trial. The length of the entire practice phase was typically no more than 30 trials. Participants then viewed 240 trials, consisting of 30 examples of each of the eight contour stimulus conditions . The time sequence of images for one trial. The (A) inter-trial interval delay of 300 ms (milliseconds) was followed by (B) the first stimulus for a duration of 100 ms. Next came the (C) inter-stimulus interval which lasted 700 ms. Afterwards came the (D) second stimulus, shown for 100 ms, followed by the (E) pre-response delay for 200 ms. Finally there was the (F) response prompt. No time limit was imposed on participants' response.
(two shapes at each of the four levels of path curvature) in random order. No feedback was given for these experimental trials. A 15-s (minimum) break was given at every 75th trial. A 10-min break was given at the end of 240 trials. Participants were then given a second set of practice trials and a second block of 240 experiment trials. In total, participants were presented with 60 different trials in each of the eight contour conditions.
Results
A three-factor ANOVA using the within-subjects factors of Block (first block or second block), Shape (circle or ''S''), and Curvature (22.5°, 25.7°, 30.0°, or 36.0°) was conducted with proportion of correct trials as the dependent measure. There was no evidence of a main effect of Block, F(1, 6) = 1.89, p = 0.21; M-blk_1 = 0.88, SE = 0.025: M-blk_2 = 0.89, SE = 0.021). Thus, no effect of practice was observed. There was, however, a significant effect of Shape, F(1, 6) = 22.82, p < 0.003. The proportion of correct detection for the circle (M = 0.95, SE = 0.011) was greater than the S-contour (M = 0.82, SE = 0.036), with a mean difference of 0.12 (SE = 0.026). As expected, there was also an effect of Curvature, F(3, 18) = 20.75, p < 0.001. The proportion of correct trials decreased with increasing levels of Curvature (see Fig. 3A ).
The Shape Â Curvature interaction was significant, F(3, 18) = 12.28, p < 0.001. Detection performance (proportion of correct trials) for the S-contour declined more rapidly than for the circle (see Fig. 3A ) as curvature increased. Performance separation between the S-contour and the circle became wider with increasing curvature (see Fig. 3B ). All other interactions were non-significant: Block Â Shape, F(1, 6) = 1.31, p < 0.30; Block Â Curvature, F < 1; and Block Â Shape Â Curvature, F(3, 18) = 1.37, p < 0.29.
Discussion
The results of Exp. 1 showed that the circles were more detectable than the S-contour. The closure effect in this experiment was much stronger than in Tversky, Geisler, and Perry (2004) , and manipulation of curvature revealed that the difference increased with curvature. The current stimulus set may actually underestimate the size of the effect, as the stimulus construction method restricted variation in location of the (larger) S-contours more than for the closed circle contours (Pelli, 1985) . The effect must be qualified, however, by the observation that a probability summation explanation might well account for the results (Tversky, Geisler, & Perry, 2004) . Therefore, concluding that the enhanced visibility of the closed circles results from the operation of a global closure mechanism would be premature. The next experiment attempts to discern whether the results of Exp. 1 could emerge as a function of probability summation in the circle contours relative to the Scontours. Establishing this is necessary if we are to determine whether these lower-level effects are sufficient to account for the observed closure enhancement.
Experiment 2
Probability summation would not be able to explain differences in contour visibility in Exp. 1 as a result of differences in shape alone, without the additional confound of one contour being closed, and one contour being open. Two different open contour paths of the same number of elements and same curvature should be equally visible, by the probability summation account. Exp. 2 tested this prediction by removing three elements from each of the circles and S-contours in the previous experiment to produce incomplete circles and incomplete S-contours. A closure enhancement account predicts that the incomplete circles will be more visible [if a graded notion of closed path is used, i.e., ''closed, or almost closed'' (Koffka, 1935, p. 151) ]. Probability summation would have to be modified to explain any contour visibility differences as a function of shape because both configurations are equally contiguous. This experiment was intended to show the limitations of probability summation as an explanatory account of contour detection differences between contours enclosing a region and contours not enclosing a region. Curvature was manipulated as before to determine whether the same effect would be elicited by these altered stimulus configurations.
Method
Participants
A new group of seven undergraduates with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part in this study, all having never seen these stimuli. One additional participant whose performance (<52%) was near chance was excluded from the final analysis.
Stimuli
Two general contour configurations were used in this experiment: the incomplete circle and the incomplete S, both of which were derived from the contours in Exp. 1 by the removal of 3 elements from the full circle and full S-contour, respectively. Exp. 2 used the same range of path curvature for contours: 22.5°, 25.7°, 30.0°, and 36.0°which spanned 2.2-2.8°(opened circles) and 3.45-6.65°(S-contours-longest dimension), randomly oriented and translated as in Exp. 1 (refer to Fig. 4 for illustrations of the eight contour types; 2 configurations Â 4 path angles). Noise-only stimuli were generated by randomizing the orientations of all elements in the contour + noise stimuli. 
Apparatus and viewing conditions
The apparatus and viewing conditions were the same as Exp. 1.
Procedure
Similar to Exp. 1, participants responded to a set of practice trials prior to starting the experiment, which consisted of temporal 2AFC trials in which a contour + noise stimulus and a noise-only stimulus were shown at different intervals for 100 ms with a 700 ms inter-stimulus interval. The task was to indicate which interval contained the contour. As in Exp. 1, participants were exposed to 60 trials for each of the eight contour types for a total of 480 trials, with a 15-s (minimum) break after every 75th trial. The trials were not divided into two separate blocks because the previous experiment found no effect of practice.
Results
A repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors of contour shape (incomplete circle or incomplete S) and curvature (22.5°, 25.7°, 30.0°, or 36.0°) was conducted with the proportion of correct trials as the dependent measure. There was a main effect of shape, F(1, 6) = 12.66, p = 0.01; participants correctly detected the trials with the incomplete circles more often than those containing the incomplete S-contours (see Fig. 5A ). The analysis also revealed a main effect of curvature, F(3, 18) = 34.88, p < 0.001; contours with lower angle of curvature were detected more accurately. No Shape Â Curvature interaction was observed, F < 1. Refer to Fig. 5B for the mean proportion of correct detection differences between the incomplete circles and incomplete S at each curvature angle.
Discussion
The incomplete circles were significantly more detectable than the incomplete S contours, but while this effect differed somewhat across curvature, unlike in Exp. 1, there was no interaction between contour type and curvature. Contours enclosing a region were more detectable than those not enclosing a region at all levels of curvature up to but not including the highest, which did not show a significant difference (p > .05, Tukey-Kramer post-hoc). This outcome suggests that, in keeping with the report of Pettet, McKee, and Grzywacz (1998) , curvature changes around this extent or greater limit the mechanism responsible for the enhancement. Mathes and Fahle (2007) , who paired increases in the size of the gap in a C-contour with decreases in contour curvature, reported similar effects of closure. Note, however, that an important aspect of the manipulation in Mathes and Fahle (2007) was a change in curvature between the open and closed contours. Additionally, their comparison was in part made between detection of closed and open circles, which permits the probability summation account of Tversky, Geisler, and Perry (2004) to potentially account for at least some of the effects in those tests. Probability summation as described by Tversky, Geisler, and Perry (2004) cannot account for the observed difference in detectability in Exp. 2 because both contour paths were discontinuous. That is, the probability of detecting a sub-string of contiguous elements (of any length) along the contour was equally likely in either of the two configurations. Other local stimulus properties, however, could still account for this difference. Elements comprising the C contours had higher overall proximity than did the S contours, potentially making them easier to detect. In addition, S contours contained a directional discontinuity, but C contours did not. Dakin and Hess (1997) and Pettet (1999) have both found that directional discontinuities impact contour integration irrespective of closure (see also Mathes & Fahle, 2007) . The final two experiments control for both of these properties and speak directly to whether lowerlevel properties suffice to account for closure superiority effects.
Experiment 3a: Equating for symmetry and curvature direction
Exp. 3a controlled for differences in curvature direction to further test for a closure effect. The visibility of two general contour configurations was assessed. The first configuration consisted of elements arranged in a pair of arcs that were positioned so as to create an enclosed region; the second configuration was the same pair of arcs in a non-enclosed configuration. As illustrated in Fig. 6a and b, the enclosed and non-enclosed stimuli did not differ in the uniformity of curvature. The contours differed only in the global arrangement of their constituent arcs. The closure mechanism account would, therefore, predict a higher rate of detection for the enclosed configuration, while probability summation, and uniformity of curvature accounts would not be able to make specific predictions regarding visibility differences between the regionenclosing and open configurations. Finally, eccentricity was tightly controlled in Exps. 3a and 3b. Lev and Polat (2011) have suggested that eccentricity influences contour detection (this point is discussed further in Exp. 3b).
Method
Participants
Fourteen naïve undergraduates with normal or corrected-tonormal vision took part in this study. The data from one additional participant was excluded from the analysis because the participant reported confusion about the instructions and overall accuracy from this participant was below 60%. Participants received class credit for their participation.
Apparatus
The apparatus and viewing conditions were the same as in Exps. 1 and 2, with the exception that the computer used was a 2.4 GHz Mac mini.
Stimuli
As with Exps. 1 and 2, two general contour configurations were used: an enclosing and an open configuration. Both the enclosing and open configurations consisted of two arcs; the arcs of the enclosing configuration faced one another, enclosing a common region, while the arcs of the open configuration faced outward, and did not enclose any one region (see Fig. 6 ). The arc separation between the ''end'' elements of each arc in the enclosed condition (i.e. the gap junction) was twice the separation between the elements within an arc, or 9k. The arc separation at the mid-point between elements in the open configuration was 1.5 times the gap size between individual patches within the arc, or 6.75k (see Fig. 6a and b). Two raters naïve to the hypothesis visually inspected the stimuli before they were included in Exps. 3a and b to ensure that they did not have ''extensions'' (random noise elements that appeared to elongate the contours). Detecting these pairs of five-element arcs was expected to be difficult given the low number of contiguous elements. Therefore, only the two lower curvature angles (22.5 and 25.7) were retained from Exp. 2.
All stimuli (enclosing and open) were centered in the image, randomly oriented and then translated along the symmetry axis such that the two patches forming the inner gap fell on a virtual circle at 1.34°eccentricity, while the outer gap fell at 3.76°eccen-tricity for inward arcs and at 3.55°for outward arcs. The average element pair-wise distance in the enclosing arc condition (across all elements in both arcs) was slightly more than in the open arc condition (approx. 0.02°) because the two arcs were separated by slightly more in the enclosing than in the open condition.
Procedure
The experiment was conducted in a manner similar to Exp. 2. Participants were shown 60 2AFC trials of each of the four contour conditions for a total of 240 trials: Two arc configurations (enclosing and open) and two curvature angles (22.5 and 25.7) were presented across trials. Breaks were provided as in Exp. 2. Exp. 3a was not administered in separate blocks because a pilot test with similar stimuli found no effect of practice. A central fixation cross was presented for 700 ms prior to the onset of each trial, and each trial ended (as before) with a centrally-presented prompt to respond.
Results and discussion
A within-subjects two-factor ANOVA was conducted on proportion of correct trials over the factors of arc configuration and curvature angle. Arc configuration (enclosing, open) was reliable, F(1, 13) = 9.27, p < 0.01, showing that the enclosing configuration was more easily detected than the open pairs (see Fig. 7a ). Curvature angle was not significant, F(1, 13) = 1.69, p = 0.21. The Arc Â Curvature interaction, F(1, 13) = 3.10, p = 0.10, was also not significant. Observer accuracy across the four combinations of curvature angle and arc configuration ranged from 67% to 75%.
The enclosing arcs were more visible than the open arcs at both path angles. These differences in visibility further support the existence of a closure effect that cannot be explained by probability summation or uniformity of curvature, but a further potential confound must be addressed before this conclusion can be accepted; the issue of gap size motivated a further test in Exp. 3b.
Experiment 3b -Testing for gap-jumping
The angle formed at the gap junction between the two enclosing arcs in Exp. 3a, as well as the extent of the gap, was large (90°at 22.5°curvature, 78°at 25.7°). It is clear, however, that local processes can jump gaps in a contour (Geisler & Perry, 2009; Polat & Sagi, 2007) . It remains possible that local processes of collinearity and proximity might enable observers to jump even a gap of the size used in Exp. 3a (see Fig. 6c and d) . This is only possible in the enclosing configuration, but this explanation could potentially account for the outcome of Exp. 3a without appeal to a global mechanism. We therefore conducted an additional test to ensure that the ''gap-jumping'' account cannot explain the outcome of Exp. 3a.
Target stimuli in this final test displayed one of two contour configurations. The first was a pair of straight-line contours arranged to form an angle. The angled configurations were oriented and positioned such that the contours formed the same angle as the innermost patches in the inward-facing arcs of Exp. 3a (see Fig. 6 ). Importantly, the fact that they were straight lines meant that these contours did not enclose a region as with the inwardfacing arcs in Exp. 3a. If observers did jump the gap in order to connect the two contours comprising the inward-facing arcs in Exp. 3a, they should also do so for these straight lines, because the local characteristics of the patches at the gap are equivalent. Accounts appealing to excitatory horizontal interconnections (Hess & Field, 1999) suggest that excitation spread will be maximal between patches on a straight line, arguing that the straight line contours should be able to jump the gap if activation from mechanisms such as Field's local association field is responsible for the effect in Exp. 3a. A spatial summation account (Bonneh & Sagi, 1998 ) similarly argues that activation will be weighted as a function of the geometric arrangement of contours, largely determined by the combination of proximity and collinearity.
Results from the angled line condition were compared with a control condition in which two parallel lines were presented. The gap in the parallel condition was significantly larger than in the angled configurations. Further, the more central ends of the two parallel contours were effectively pointing in opposite directions, meaning that an interpolated path between the two would necessarily contain a curvature direction change (Pettet, McKee, & Grzywacz, 1998) . Therefore, if gap-jumping does in fact explain the results of Exp. 3a, then the angled straight-line contours should be detected more readily than the parallel straight lines, meaning that local processes could account for the results of Exp. 3a. If not, both straight-line and angled stimuli should be equally detectible, providing support for the argument that the outcome of Exp. 3a is the result of a global process stemming from enhancement of configurations enclosing a region.
Method
Participants
Undergraduates (N = 16) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision served as participant observers. Participants received class credit for participation.
Stimuli
Straight-line ''angled'' and ''parallel'' stimuli in visual noise were presented in this control test (see Fig. 6c and d) . The straight-line contours consisted of four elements, a reduction from the 5 used in the curved arc stimuli of Exp. 3a. Four elements were used because a pilot test conducted with the authors as observers using 5-patch straight contours resulted in accuracies approaching 100%, demonstrating that a 5-patch straight-line contour was relatively easy to detect, as predicted by findings from Pettet (1999) and Mathes and Fahle (2007) as well as the finding regarding accuracy as a function of curvature in Exp. 1. The average element pairwise distance relative to fixation for the straight-line stimuli was the same as between the two arc conditions of Exp. 3a, to within .02°visual angle. Both angled and parallel line configurations maintained the same eccentricity of the gap as in the curved arc stimuli, and the parallel and angle configurations were constructed at the same average eccentricity across patches (varying by less than .04°visual angle overall).
Procedure
The experiment was conducted as in Exp. 3a. Participants were tested with either the straight-line or curved stimuli (to avoid any practice effects). Participants were shown 2AFC trials of each of the two straight-line conditions ('angled' and 'parallel'). Curvature angle (22.5 and 25.7) was manipulated as in Exp. 3a.
Results
A within-subjects ANOVA was conducted on the proportion of correct trials with the factors of line configuration and 'curvature' angle. Configuration of the straight lines (angled or parallel) was not reliable, F < 1, showing that the angled configuration was not more visible than the parallel configuration of lines (see Fig. 7b ). Curvature angle was not significant, F(1, 15) = 2.04, p = 0.17, and the Arc Â Curvature interaction was also unreliable, F < 1. See Fig. 7B for an illustration of the differences at each level of curvature. Mean accuracy across the four combinations of curvature angle and line configuration ranged from 76.5% to 79.5%. 
Discussion
The two straight-line configurations of Exp. 3b were equally detectable; without the enhancement of an enclosing configuration, there was no difference between the two, even though the 'angled' pair of lines was set at the same gap, the same angle, and the same eccentricity, relative to the enclosing pair of arcs in Exp. 3a. This final test supports the argument that a stimulus configuration enclosing a region of the image enhances detection of that region in a manner that cannot be explained by probability summation, uniformity of curvature direction, eccentricity, or the combination of collinearity and proximity.
The test in Exp. 3b examined only the gap nearest to the fovea. The existence of orientation-tuned facilitation near the fovea is relatively clear, but in the periphery it is less so. Shani and Sagi (2005) report that facilitation decreases with eccentricity, and that by 4°t here is little facilitation (and no orientation-tuned facilitation). Scaling by the cortical magnification factor did not affect this outcome. Their tests showed that redirecting attention affects facilitation, an effect that randomly translating the stimuli should have minimized or eliminated in the current set of tests. Lev and Polat (2011) examined the impact of flankers varying in orientation relative to the target at near-foveal (2°) and more peripheral (4°) eccentricities, and reported that facilitation appears to differ as a function of target-flanker separation, eccentricity, and orientation. They found in particular that facilitation was orientation-specific when target-flanker separation was optimized for eccentricity, with collinear target-flanker orientation being best, as in Polat and Sagi (1993) . The gap used in the current test (9k) is substantially larger than their optimal separation, and orientation difference is orthogonal or near-orthogonal, suggesting that the more eccentric gap in the enclosing arc stimuli of Exp. 3a would pose no issue, as was the case for the inner gap, tested in Exp. 3b.
Testing stimuli using a model of contour detection from proximity and collinearity
The stimulus configurations from Exps. 3a and 3b were also tested using a model that integrates segments into an edge-level description using only proximity and collinearity, with initially identified pairs conjoined using a transitivity rule (Geisler et al., 2001; Tversky, Geisler, & Perry, 2004) . This model uses a set of probabilities that express the likelihood of two segments falling on the same contour, given a specific starting orientation, angular change and distance (proximity) between the two segments. The probabilities were determined by exhaustively analyzing edges in natural scenes (for a full description of the model, see Geisler et al., 2001) .
Images representing each of the four conditions (enclosing arc pair, open arc pair, angled line pair, parallel line pair) were tested. The model uses a single parameter (a threshold), and Geisler et al. (2001) report an optimal value for this parameter (0.38). Multiple values of the threshold were tested, including this optimal value. Lower threshold values resulted in multiple spurious connections between noise elements of similar orientation; higher thresholds resulted in few such connections being identified (see Fig. 8 ). The model detected each of the two contour pairs (straight lines or arcs) and labeled them as two separate contours (see Fig. 8 ) in all conditions (when threshold was set to an appropriate value). No other contours were detected by the model that exceeded three patches in length on the vast majority of images tested; for every image, the longest contours detected were the two rendered contours in the image (up to the threshold value at which detection of the contours began to fail). The model failed to detect first the arc contours and then the straight line contours as the value of the threshold parameter was increased in subsequent tests, an outcome predicted by the statistics of natural scenes reported and discussed by Geisler et al. (2001) . Critically, no tested value of the threshold parameter resulted in any of the contour pairs (in any condition) being grouped into a single contour across the gap. While this model does not take into account the optimal inter-element spacing in the periphery (global eccentricity is not part of the model, and thus distance to a ''fovea'' is not considered), this should actually handicap the argument for a global mechanism, as the benchmark against which peripheral collinear facilitation is measured is foveal collinear facilitation.
General discussion
A consistent outcome emerged from the four experiments presented here: Observers detected closed or region-enclosing contours more easily than open contours. The circles in Exp. 1 were detected at a higher rate than the S-contours, but this closure enhancement effect could be explained by the fact that there were more contiguous segments in the circle. Exp. 2 equated the contiguity of the circles and S-contours and found a closure effect that could not be explained by probability summation alone. Exp. 3a controlled for differences in shape attributes such as symmetry and uniformity of curvature that may contribute to closure enhancement; a closure effect was still present. Exp. 3b ruled out the possibility that proximity and collinearity in combination might have enabled observers to perceptually ''jump the gap'' between the two contours in the enclosing arc images without the need for a global mechanism. These findings support the argument that a closure effect exists in contour detection, distinct from good continuation/proximity mechanisms. In particular, the present data suggest that the probability summation account offered by Tversky, Geisler, and Perry (2004) appears to be insufficient to account for the effects of closure on contour detection. As noted above, Tversky et al.'s model of contour detection based on local processes of collinearity in combination with proximity did not bridge the gap to group any of the contour pairs tested in Exp. 3b into a single contour (nor did observers). A separate mechanism that selects for closed or region-enclosing contours appears to be present in the visual system.
We speculate that a convexity-enhancing operator, fed by lowlevel good continuation, is that mechanism. Such a heuristic might be thought of as a special case of convexity detection. A convexity enhancement mechanism could be implemented in the same manner as one of the proposed closure mechanisms in which facilitation is sent along the axes perpendicular to oriented elements, analogous to a grassfire-quenching algorithm (Kovács, 1996; Ková-cs, Feher, & Julesz, 1998; Yen & Finkel, 1998 ; for psychophysical evidence, refer to Hou et al., 2003; Kovács & Julesz, 1994; Polat & Sagi, 1993) . In the case of the circle contour in Exp. 1, the maximal region of facilitation would be realized in the center. This mechanism could bootstrap off of local orientation information. While the convexity mechanism could be derived from local mechanisms, it must necessarily be separate from good continuation and proximity. A convexity mechanism would send facilitation along an axis perpendicular to an oriented element as noted above, whereas good continuation sends facilitation along the collinear axis, and the definition of convexity (or closure) requires a mechanism operating at a global or semi-global level.
Gestalt heuristics of proximity and collinearity, as noted above, appear to be implemented physiologically in the lateral connections between cortical hypercolumns in early visual cortex (Lev & Polat, 2011; Loffler, 2008) . Proximity and collinearity were not enough, however, to account for the closure effect found in the current series of experiments. Perceptual enhancement of enclosed regions may thus depend not only on reverberating local enhancement within V1 (Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993) , but also on processing further along the cortical hierarchy. One candidate region for this type of representation is V4, a region which Pasupathy and Connor (2002) found was responsible for representing global shape in terms of the curvature and relative positions of a shape's constituent parts. V4 may use this information to build a ventrally-located, representation of objects. This (admittedly speculative) explanation fits well with the assertion of Kovács and Julesz (1993) that closure serves as a global geometric heuristic useful for figureground segmentation. Kovács (1996) also postulated that the enhanced visibility of closed contour paths is part of an early figure-ground process. Figure -ground segmentation occurs at the contour boundary separating two regions: one side must be designated as the shaped figure or the ''inside'' and the other must be the shapeless ground or the ''outside'' (Peterson & Gibson, 1991; Rubin, 1958) . [Theories differ as to when during the process this figure-ground decision occurs (e.g., Palmer & Rock, 1994; Peterson, 1994) .] The process of contour integration provides a means of perceiving the boundary on which figure-ground segmentation operates. It is not unreasonable in this context to further speculate that one function of early contour integration is to increase the salience of cues such as closure and convexity (Hoffman & Singh, 1997; Kanizsa & Gerbino, 1976; Stevens & Brookes, 1988) to bias perception of one side of a contour towards ''figure'' at the start of a grouping process.
The relation between contour salience and figure-ground processing is supported by the finding that contours with changes in the direction of curvature (e.g., an S) are less visible relative to those with a single direction of curvature (e.g., a ''C'') (e.g., Exp. 2, see also Dakin & Hess, 1997; Mathes & Fahle, 2007; Pettet, 1999) . Contours with changes in the direction of curvature also have inconsistent figure-ground interpretations. For instance, each half of an S-contour is biased towards a different figure-ground assignment: the top half suggests that the inside is to the right of the contour while the bottom half suggests the inside is to the left of the contour. Contours with a single direction of curvature, however, such as a ''C'', promote a common figure-ground interpretation; namely, the area partially enclosed by the ''C'' is the inside. (An analogous line of reasoning can also be applied to the arc contour configurations used in Exps. 3a and 3b.) This account is consistent with the proposed grassfire algorithm (Blum, 1973 ) that could feed into medial-axis ''skeletal'' representations of objects and surfaces inside regions enclosed (or partially enclosed) by contours (Feldman & Singh, 2006; Kovács, 1996; Kovács, Feher, & Julesz, 1998) .
Thus, the observed convexity enhancement in contour detection offers a plausible explanation of an early mechanism sub-serving figure-ground processing. The present study supports the existence of a separate mechanism in the visual system sensitive to enclosed regions, similar to the early Gestalt idea of closure (Rubin, 1958; Wertheimer, 1958) . Closure, therefore, appears distinguishable from local characteristics of proximity and collinearity, and is an important organizational principle in pattern vision.
that a smooth curve could be drawn between the elements along the path.
Noise elements consisting of randomly oriented Gabors were added to the stimuli image. Noise generation used a technique involving ''prohibitory regions'' (described in Braun (1999) ). To account for minor random fluctuations in noise generation, a stimulus image was rejected if the average noise distance did not fall within one pixel of the contour element distance.
